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INTRODUCTION

Phe purpose of this thesis is twofold;:-

le Fo Gevelop a formale which can be used by practicing

engineers in the design of sterm water earriers.

2. To enable forcaste to be made of the rise in the Red

Cedar River at Bast Lansing and the Grand River at

Lensing for various rainfalls likely to produce flcods.

In view of the annual destructive floods in this

vioinity this ietter information is of particular value in

warning riperian owners of the likelihsod of fleod so that

they may take necessary means to insure themselves and pro-

perty against loss.
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i.

INTENSITY OF PRECIPITATION.

For the design of sewers or storm water carriers, the

intensity of precipitation is very important. The annual,

monthly, daily and hourly rates are useful chiefly in problems

of water supply, but useless in sewer design. The short,

sharp shower taxes the capacity of the sewer ané forms a

*“fiood wave" parallel to the fluctuation in intensity of the

storm at a time sufficiently subsequent thereto to allow the

water to veach the sewer from pavements, yards and roofs.

Until recent years no considerable amount of trust-~

worthy information on intensity of preaipitetion was availabie,

Since all rainfall records inoluded little more than the total

precipitation in each storm. Moreover not until the establish-

ment ef self-recording rein-gages became somewhat general and

not until these had been maintained for a mufficient period

was there sufficient information on which to predicate definite

statements as to the relation of intensity of rainfall to the

length of time during whichthe rein might fall continuously

at any given rate.

Kuiokling in 1689 investigating the rainfall in
Rechester, HN. Y., studied mch records as were available and

expressed formulae, from the date, for storms of periodea leas

than one hour and for storms grester then one hour.

Prof. Talbot in 18692 analysed in detail the rainfall

records reported by the U. S. Weather Bureau. The greater

part of them were records of ordinary rain gages, dut in a few





cases were those of self-recoraing gages. Thus he devised

formulae for intensity of storms in certain parts of the U. 58.

But these formulae are generel and do not fit any partionlar

eity. Recently with the inoreasing use of automatic rain

gages ané with the greater use of the rational method of de-

eign emong sewer engineers, the reecrds of automatic rain

gages in the more important cities have been separately

analyzed in detail, and onurves have been prepared which have

been used as a basis of design in those cities.

This is whet the writers have done in Curve III. We

Plotted the points, time in minutes ae abscisase and the rate

of rainfall per hour as ordinate. Then we drew in a smooth

curve which would take in most of these pointe but not all of

the severe storms which is never done in any case. It is sone

sidered a waste in money to put in big sewers to carry off the

water for those storms which happen once in ten years, or onse

in fifteen. Hence for Hast Lansing we have a curve which could

be used for sewer design. For any short period of time, say

ten minutes, follow up until the curve is struck and we read

3.5 inches of rainfall. That is, for ten minutes the maximus

rate of vainfell whieh is likely to ocour here will be at the

rate of 3.6 inches per hour, except those unusual storms which

Coaur onee in ten or fifteen years.

It is customary in designing olty sewers to express the

Felationship between time and intensity of rainfall in the form

of an equation. We derived the equation of the time and in-

tensity eurve for this locality hy plotting the curve inked in



black as shown in Curve III. We took values from this curve

ané plotted them on log-arithmetic paper. The points were

founa to lie nearly on a straight line whieh indicates that

the curve was of the form Y=ax". Determining the con-

stents from the empirical date we have Y= 12.5 x ~ °5%8 ,
Prof. Hoad, of Michigan, in working on the design of

sewers for Flint, devised a modification of the Talbot formals

whieh is more easily adapted to local conditions I = 2 ; 2

where "R* © maximum rete for one hour, “t" is the duration in

minutes and "I" is the intensity in inehes. By substitution

in the equation of the time and intensity curve, we find that

rer2 which is adapted to this locelity.
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FUTURE BSTIMA?TES.

Where rainfall records of only a few years mst be mete
the basis of engineering computations, it becomes important to

inquire how reliable such records maybe.

Alex. Ae Binnie, memoer of the Institute of G. Ee draws

geome conclusions in the Soolety Proceedings, Vole 109, Pe 89

172. He says “Dependence can be placed on any good reeord of

twenty five years duration to give a mean rainfall correstily

within two per cent of the truth". Mr. Rafter reviewing the

paper says, “For records from twenty to thirty five years in

length the error may be expected to vary from 5.25 down to two

per cent and that for shorter periods the variation of the error

is slightly higher".

Mr. Henry has drawn the following conclusion. For a ten

year period the following variations from the normal have

eoooured ;

New Bedford — +16 per cent - ili per cent

Oineinnati + 20 per cent ~- iY per cent

St. Lokhis + 17 per cent - 15 per cent

Fe. Leavenworth + 16 per cent - i168 per eent

San Fraeneisce « 9% per cent - 10 per cent

fr. Henry found for a total 40 year period that the

average variation was + or ~- 3 per cent. But it ie a facet that

the rainfall for a particular locality may average considerably

below the mean for many years after which may follow, perhaps,
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an equally long period of surplus. <a study of Curve I and

table I verifies this statement, and also agrees with Mr.

Henry's conclusions. From 1876 te 1685 the surplus over the

average was 15.5% ané under the average by 15.6%. The mean is

51.24 inches which is the average for a 50 year period. Se we

may expect this mean to be about 2.5% + or- .

In designing water works in England it has been the

custom to sssume as the wan rainfall for the three driest

years 80% of the mean. In this country the lowest percentages

for the one, two, and three driest years with the exception of

a few extreme cases are about the same over a large portion ef

the U. 8S. and may reasonably be plaeed at 60, 7O - 75 per cent

for the East ané South with a reduction to 50, 60 and 70

respectively for the Northwest and plains region. Looking at

Table I we see for the region that the persentage for the first

three direct years are 61.8, 67.4 and 78.8 which is very

close to the standard of 60, 70 ani 75. Detroit gives 68, 72

ané 79 with a mean rainfall of 32.5 for a period of 46 years.
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6.

THES WATER YRAR.

Ourve II. Max. Min. and Mean Monthly Rainfall Curves.

The Maximum Miniwum and Mean Monthiy rainfall curves

ehow the monthly distribution in the mean year as eonmpared

with the minimum end maximum rainfalls for the various months.

For sewer Gesign these curves have no significance,

While for probleme of water supply they are absolutely necessary.

Especially valuable is that pesition of the diagram which

divides the mean anmual rainfall into the three periods which

constitute the “water year". It is customary, in engineering

problem relating to water supply, te study the run-off in

three distinct periods of the year instead of the calender

year as a whole. These three periods together is called the

“water year". The first period which is from December to May

inolusive is called the storage period, the second period,

from June to August inclusive is called the growing peried,

and the last from September to November inclusive is called

the replenishing period.

Such a division of rainfall into the periods constituting

the water year should be followed by a similar dkvision of the

run-off of the Red Cedar River at Rast Lansing, to enabie a

thorough study to be made of the relation of rainfall to run-

off. It was the original purpose of the writers of this thesis

to investigate this relation in detail. Laok of time, however,

makes it impoasible to prepare the runpoff data at this station

with anything near the precision of the rainfall data,



Te

ana any comparison between rainfell ané run-off distribution

not based on deta of equal reliability would be futile and

worthless. Henee it is with regret that this interesting

relationship cannot be incorporated in this thesis.

Some extremely interesting anf useful informtion,

however, has been eompiled to show how the river at Kast

Lansing and at Lansing responds to reinfalis of varying ée-

grees of intensity.
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RISE IN RIVSR AND IPS CAUSES OR CONDITIONS WHICH WARE RXISP-

ING AT THE TIME.

When an attempt ia made to study the cenditions which

cause a rapid rise in the river, difficulties are encountered.

It is important to know at what time of the year the rise was

neted, also, was the ran-off melted anow and tee or just the

vain which fell during a storm? Similarily ether causes should

be sought which aight influence the rise. No attempt ia made

here to get the exact run-off but te study the conditions which

cause a rapid rise in the river or in other words to study the

flieod conditions. Metcalf and Eddy, Yol. I, d4iscussing floods

say, “It may happen in some cases that the maximus flew of

streams will cecuxy when a warm rainfall] upen anow already on

the ground er whe the ground my be coated with ice in such a

manner as to present a praaoticalily impervous surface, es well

88 ellowing a portion of it to melt ané run eff with the rain.

In those cases the total run-off may amount te 100% of the

precipitation or even more. In the case of streams of scon-

siderable magnitude, where the time necessary for concentration

is several hours or possibly even deys and where the max. rate

of precipitation, which probably prevailed over but a limited

ares, is a comparatively emall factor in determining the max.

rate of run-off, max. ficod conditions are . partioulariy

idkely to oecur from rain falling upon enow or ica. In such

eases it ia desirable to estimate the approximate equivalent

ef the snow or ice upon the ground, in terms of depth of



 

 



water. The U. 5S. NYeather Buresu “Instructions toe 0o-Operative

Observers” stetes that when it is impossible % meagare the

water equivalent of snow by melting, one-tenth of the

measured depth of snow on a level open plaee is to be taken

as the water equivalent, although it is reoognised that this

relation varies widely in @ifferent cases, depending on the

wetness of the snow. The water equivalent of snow may be as

great as one-seventh or as small as one-thirty-feurth of the

depth of the snow. These figures apply to reeently fallen

snow,; the water equivalent of snow which has been on the

ground for some time and which is therefore compacted to some

exteut, would be greater. R. BH. Horton etatea in the “Monthiy

Veather Review", May, 1905.

“412 records indicate thet for the heavy and persistent

snow accwatlatious ocoourring in New York and New Engiand, a

progressive growth in the water equivalent per ineh of snew

on ground will usually take place as the season advances, due

te compacting by wind, vain and pertial melting, and te the

weight of the superincumbent mass on the lower isyers. The

water equivalent of compacted snow accumulation is eommonly

vetween one-third and one-fifth, or at least doudle that fer

freshly fallen snow.

“fhe relation between the thickness of an ice layer ané

the corresponding depth of watery is more uniform, end for

practical purposes one ineh of ice may be considered as equiva-

Lent to 0.9 inch of rain.” —
In the case of sewer distrists, max. run-off is mek

 

 





10.

keas likely te ocaur from rain falling upon snow or ice.

Raina of great intensity are of comparatively rare cecurrenee

éuring the seasen when snow cr ice are found. Moreover, the

effect of snow upen the ground would usually be te retard the

flow of water, the snow soting as a sponge during the time of
heaviest preoipitatieon, end sanuing the wun-off to be at a mere

gradual rate than the rainfall during thisportion of the stern.
It is, however, possible under extreme conditions, that max.

yun-eff might be caused by a warm rain of heavy intensity

following after a period of eomparatively light preeipitation

by which the snow has been saturated and nearly meited, se that

the max. rate of run-eff might even be in excess of the greatest

rate of precipitation, and the possibility of this condition

must always be born in Mind."

A study of the graphs in figure IV will st enee shew

that the greatest rises in the river have eceurred in the months

when enow and ice have been on the ground. This condition

followed by rapid rise in temperature with alight precipitatien

have produced our greatest floods here. For example, on

January Slet, of this year,there were 12 inshes of enow on the

ground in compact form. Warm weather with slight preeipitation

followed ané by February 16th there was ene inch of snew. It is

safe to say that a1] of this melted snow ran off in the river,

for after February 14th the river was never less than 7.35 2%.

deep. Phe height culminated Maroh 15th when after 1.70" rain

fell in % hours npen snow and ise the river rose to 12 ft.

deep at East Kansing ané 16.8 ft. at Lansing. 580 we see that





our greatest ficcds have cesurred when s warm rain fell ca

fee anf snew, and hence we ean expest to look fer ficedés in

these months, namely, January, February, Marek andposaibly

April. To shew how the river is affected more by melted anew

and ice sun-off than by heavy rains icck at the graph represent-

ing September fer 1917, 5.14 inches ef rain fell in & hours

the heaviest preeipitation recerdea here and yet the river rose

only 1.4'. The dryness of the ground, of ecurse, kept the

Tiver from rising very mach.

 

 





LE.

Graph V is a curve constructed to show the months in

which floods are most likely to ocour. The curve for Fast

Lansing was constructed through points which represented the

number of times the river has risen over 5 ft. for each month,

the curve for Lansing for those times which it rose over & ft.

These reeords were taken from the period of 1911 - 1918 in-

clusive. The curve shows the greatest probability of floods

te cccur in Mareh, which agrees with the records which show that

the three greatest floods that have coourred here since 1904

have ceme in March.
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